Abstract
Introduction
In the process of using a complex technical object, it is deregulated, worn and its reliability is decreased. Therefore, it is required that its status, technical state and reliability should be observed during its normal use and handling. The results of such observations allow a synthetic (complex) assessment of suitability of the object, determining its ability to properly carry out its tasks in accordance with its intended purpose.
A continuous observation of changes of technical condition on the basis of relationship between the diagnostic signals (output) and the input signals (environment) allow evaluation of the regulation state of the object [4, 5] .
A continuous observation of changes of technical condition parameters on the basis of relationship between the diagnostic signals associated with the wear of components and accompanying ambient signals is possible due to diagnostics of the object [4] .
A continuous accumulation of knowledge about the damage to the object that represents level limits of deregulation and wear of the object, and then (according to PN-77/N-04005) conversion of such identified number of defects into reliability characteristics, allow to test the reliability of the object. The assessments of regulatory, diagnostics and reliability states are basic, closely related elements, which, in the cybernetic system of operation, constitute the basis for a comprehensive assessment of the suitability of the object [1, 6, 7] .
The method described in the article concerning the evaluation of the object usability is based on an adequate analysis of changes of current values of aRb technical condition and aRc state regulation parameters set from interactive, coupled equations of state [5, 7] .
It was discovered that the analysis of the value of aRb technical condition and aRc state regulation parameters could identify the defects (parametric and temporary respectively) on the basis of quantitative relationship between the instantaneous d pr threshold values (a Rb, a Rc parameter) and corresponding instantaneous d prdop permissible values.
Theoretical basis of the assessment of technical object suitability
The assessment of the usability of the object is based on the assumption that each technical object in the environment is described by two correlated equations of state [5, 7] :
where: 
where:
From the correlations of (3 and 4), it can be inferred that at any time In order to accurately determine the technical parameters, the threshold characteristics of a diagnostic signal from correlation (7), the limit value of a summary diagnostic signal (8) and the limit value of a Rb, and a Rc parameters (9) should be determined.
where: (7) and (8) constitutes Linderberg -Levy statement concerning the limit of a summary diagnostic signal [4] .
Threshold characteristic of diagnostic signal, the limit value of a summary diagnostic signal
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Summary
The problem of determination of reliability for each individual object based on the number of parametric and instantaneous failures (before the onset of catastrophic damage) is still open. Its solution is largely dependent on the identification of the number of parametric and instantaneous damage, which is especially difficult when a relatively small number of measurements are available. The diagnostic threshold and the exceedance of diagnostic threshold (failure) are determined on the basis of statistical processing of obtained measurements. + , +2 , +3 thresholds (where -average value of measurements, -standard deviation) are imprecise, because they are solely based on statistics. Another threshold determined on the basis of Lidenberg -Levy statement (7 and 8) is more accurate, because it includes additional information such as: for the early operation of the object, the use amounts to zero and, for max service life, the use defined by direct methods amounts to d dop . The result of the new approach is that, for example, for = 8401 hours, the adoption of ( + ) threshold does not show a parametric damage, whereas the acceptance of d prdop threshold also indicates damage.
